
GODDESS BHADRAKALI  WORSHIP AND  ABODE IN KASHMIR 
 

                                                                                                          - Brigadier Rattan Kaul 
“The place is more beautiful than the heaven and is the benefactor of supreme bliss and 

happiness. It seems to me that I am taking a bath in the lake of nectar here.”  
                                                                                       - Poet  Kalidasa 

 
{I owe this piece of history to my Grandchild, Atharv Kaul, who inherits the protection of Goddess 

Bhadrakali, heritage of Kashmir, sanskars of Kaula’s.  
This is a historical account of Goddess Bhadrakali’s  worship,  through millenniums, in Kashmir. The 

account is derived from lore, scriptures, chronicles and interpretation thereof and history and 
evidences of the areas associated with the Goddess, Translations of verses from Nilmat Puranam and 

extracts from scriptures and  chronicles have been appropriately  quoted in the text } 
 

Goddesses as Devi 
 
Manifestation of Goddesses in Bharatvarsha  and Kashmir. The Great Goddess, known as Devi 

{Goddess}, has many guises. She is ‘Ma’ {Mother}; the gentle and approachable mother. As Jagatmata, or 
Mother of the Universe, She assumes cosmic proportions, destroying evil and addressing herself to the 
creation and dissolution of the world. Devi is all-important in the Brahmanic tradition and all Goddesses are 
different manifestations of Devi. Today millions of Brahman’s; men and women, conduct regular pujas of 
Devi through one of her many forms. For some She is their primary deity, for others She is part of a greater 
pantheon.I9n Kashmir Naga religion of original inhabitants basically revolved around the worship of springs, 
rivers, important Naga Chieftains and had predominance of snake-cult. With the immigration of Manu’s 
{Aryans} to Kashmir, whose religious beliefs had amalgamated with those of original inhabitants of 
Bharatvarsha, religious worship incorporating forms that had manifested manifested in Bharatvarsha, 
including Aryans,  also took roots in Kashmir. The most talked Goddess in Kashmir was Uma; a form of 
Devi. The very land of Kashmir was mother Goddess Kashmir, a form of Uma; mother antagonistic attitude 
towards other cults. The other Goddesses revered were; Sita, Saci, Lakshmi, Bhadrakali, Durga. In Kashmir 
the tendency of describing one deity as the highest among others, at one time or the other, and 
transferring the same epithet to the other at another time, was clearly perceptible in the praises of 
Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva, Nila and Goddesses Uma, Lakhsmi, Bhadrakali and Durga. Lakhsmi was also 
raised to the high position by saying that all the Goddesses are Her forms. The earth too was a form of 
goddess Sati. Earth, Water, Air, Sky, Fire, Sun, and Moon were regarded as forms of Shiva; while Shiva’s 
consort Parvati was also called Shakti; power or strength {Shakti} of Shiva.  
 
Goddesses Durga and Bhadrakali 

 
Goddess Durga. Durga, in fact, is the goddess widely worshipped in Bharatvarsha, in various ways 

and under various names. Durga name does not figure in any of the Veda’s. Goddess Durga has nine 
important forms including Bhadrakali {Also named Siddhidhatri}. Each has a different form; two to ten 
hands, two or three eyes, lotus to rosary or trident or pitcher or weapon in hand, riding bull or tiger and 
black, marble white or black complexion. During the Navaratri festival {October}, each of these Goddesses 
is to be worshipped on a particular night for the destruction of evil and for the preservation of Dharma. In 
the form of Chamundi, Durga killed two demons, Chanda and Munda. The narration of the killing 
of these two demons is typical of a warrior’s assault, associating her from time immemorial with 
warrior class.  In Nilmat Puranam her worship is mentioned on three days. First on 15th of the Bright Half 
of Chaitra {Chaitra Puranmashi}, when Durga and other Gods and Goddesses are to be worshipped; ‘when 
Nikumba goes for fighting the Pisacas {Verses: 683,702 Nilmat Puranam}’. Second on 14th  day of the 
Pitra Paksh {Asuj}, prescribed for shraddha of those who were killed by means of weapons {Verse 761a 
Nilmat Puranam}. Third on Durga Ashtami {8th of the Bright Half of Kartik} {Verse 819-20a Translated}; 
“O twice-born, the books should be worshipped in the temple of Durga and the artisans should also 
worship their tools”. In addition specific worship of Durga is in Verse 767-69; ‘the weapons should be 
worshipped at night in the temple of Durga’; apart from mentioning worship by artisans, astronomers and 
stage performers in these verses. On all these days, rituals and events, weapons, warriors and the artisans are 
the focal of her worship. From Nilmat Puranam and other scriptures it is evident that in the initial period of 
the settlement of Aryan Saraswat Brahmins in Kashmir, the pantheon of Goddesses did not include Durga. 
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The increasing worship of Durga in Bharatvarsha, as well as Kashmir, is attributed to the fact that most of 
the ruling Kings came from warrior class and worshipped Durga as their Mother God; invocation of whom 
before setting out for a campaign was a must. Not many temples of Durga, in particular, were constructed or 
exist, yet in other Goddesses basic form was assumed that of Durga. Even in Shakta and Tantric worship, 
Durga finds prominent place in her own or other forms. Goddess Durga thus became ‘somewhat’ Mother 
Goddess, mentioned many times, not displayed in physical terms, yet giving direct space for the worship of 
other Goddesses, in their own and separate form.  

 
Goddess Bhadrakali. Worship of Bhadrakali is also indigenous to Bharatvarsha, with obscure 

place of origin. Generally its manifestation can be attributed to the areas closer to Himalayas during the Later 
Vedic Period, also called Brahmanic Period {1000-500 BC}; time Aryans migrated across the Doab; large 
plain that separates the Yamuna River from the Ganges, including Kashmir, where they came into contact 
with the indigenous inhabitants in these areas. Goddess Bhadrakali or for that matter other Gods and 
Goddesses of present day Brahmanism have not been mentioned in Veda’s except Visnu {Vishnu} and that 
too in a different form than perceived in present incarnation. None of the Goddesses of the later Brahmanic 
pantheon are talked about in Rig Veda. During this Brahmanic Period {1000-500 BC}, the worship of Trinity 
{Brahma, Vishnu, Maheshwar} and their consorts; Parvati or Uma {Consort of Shiva; also called Shakti}, 
Lakshmi (Consort of Vishnu) and Vagheswari or Saraswati {Consort of Brahma} took roots. This 
Brahmanic period passed smoothly and was flourishing by 700 to 600 BC. At this time two more forms of 
Goddesses manifested; Durga and Bhadrakali; more or less simultaneously. It is difficult to pin point the 
areas where their worship started. Artisans and warriors were required to worship their tools and weapons in 
the temples of Durga; connoting that Durga manifested for certain class; warriors and artisans. This is also 
reinforced by the fact that Aryans had since established their class system of four groups: Brahman {Priests; 
Aryan bards, singing hymns, became priests called Arthvan}, Kshatriya {Warriors called Ratheshwar 
{Charioteer} transited to Kshatriya}, Vaishya (traders and agriculturists and their workers and herders of 
their cattle Vastrayosh transited to Vaishya), and Shudra {Workers, camp followers and slaves called 
Hatoksha, became Shudra}. Thus deities for specific class like Kshatriya’s took separate shape. These 
Goddesses, Durga and Bhadrakali, held fort for a considerable time, adopted equally by original inhabitants 
of Bharatvarsha and Aryans and accompanied Aryans wherever they migrated to, including Kashmir. The 
manifestation and acceptance of these Goddesses is mentioned in Brahman Purana. By the time of Buddha 
{May 623-547 BC}, Bhadrakali and Durga worship had taken strong roots. Even when Buddhism flourished, 
the worship of these Goddesses did not diminish, as they represented the benign form of the pantheon, not 
against the teaching of Buddha. One good thing in Buddhism, during its initial stages, was that it had 
Buddha’s teachings complimenting then existing religious beliefs, except those of sacrifices. Admittedly the 
followers of these Goddesses, during Buddhist period, could not increase as the Buddhist Sakya’s 
{Preachers} added further agams {Doctrines, Philosophy} to their teachings, which considerably increased 
during the 100 AD.  

Goddess Bhadrakali is also mentioned in Devi Mahatmaya and another account of the origins of 
Bhadrakali is found in the Matsaya Purana, which states that She manifested in the north-central part of 
Bharatvarsha, in the region of Mount Kalanjara {now known as Kalinjar}. Bhadrakali, is an auspicious form 
of Devi and the legend states that She came into being by Devi’s wrath, when Daksha insulted Shiva and  
assimilated into the mainstream Brahmanism, particularly into Shaiva mythology. She {Bhadrakali} is the 
consort of Virabhadra. In the central regions of Kerala lie hundreds of temples dedicated to Bhadrakali called 
Bhadrakalikavus. Rituals, bordering on art performances and other artistic manifestations of worship have, 
for centuries, been performed here to appease Bhadrakali.  Bhadrakali worship is also predominant in the 
hilly tracts and plains closer to the Himalayas {Himachal Pradesh, Garhwal, and Kumaon}, many places in 
South Tamil Nadu, parts of Karnataka and Andhra, Central India, Gujarat and Nepal. In Kashmir Bhadrakali 
and Durga worship came simultaneously, as in Bharatvarsha. People mistake Bhadrakali and Kali being 
same form, which is erroneous. They are two different manifestations of the Devi; Bhadrakali being ante 
Kali;. the roles also being different.   

 
Bhadrakali Worship in Kashmir. Nilmat Puranam, also called Vitasta Mahatmaya, to date is the 

most ancient scripture found in Kashmir and giving the various forms, practices, rituals and worship of Gods 
and Goddesses from the time of Naga’s and then adopted by Aryan Saraswat Brahmins, when they 
immigrated to Kashmir. As on today we have plethora of Goddesses, indigenous to Kashmir, who are 
worshipped; mostly as Kul Devi’s. Apart from Uma and various rivers of Kashmir, Vitasta {Wyeth, Jhelum} 
in particular, Goddess Bhadrakali finds mention in Nilmat Puranam and days fixed for specific worship. As 
the legend goes, when the Aryans migrated to Kashmir, they were allowed to remain in the valley for six 
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months and this process continued for a long long time. It was one old Brahmin Candradeva 
{Chandradeva?} who could not move out and remained in Kashmir during the other six months of winter. 
He approached Nila, the King of Naga’s, and asks for a boon from the Naga King to allow Aryans to stay in 
Kashmir for the whole year, to which Nila agrees but on condition that they will adhere to certain Naga 
practices, which is best narrated by these verses of Nilmat Puranam {Translated -Verses 376-81}; “ Saying 
thus, Nila {Naga King} took the Brahmana {Candradeva} to his home, worshipped him, fed him 
properly and told him the practices {to be followed} for living in Kashmir. The Brahmana also lived 
happily in the home of Nila for six months. When the human beings {Aryans} had entered, the young 
Brahmana appointed by Nila   approached King Virodaya {The head of Aryans} with hoards of wealth 
and related to him the whole account. The King {King Virodaya; The head of Aryans} also related the 
whole incident to all the people.  Since then, human beings acting upon the instructions of Nila lived 
happily in Kashmir after constructing houses there.”  Naga King Nila then narrates a list of practices to 
be followed by the Aryans while in Kashmir, which included Bhadrakali worship. This is best explained in 
Verse 607 of Nilmat Puranam {Translated}; “Rddhi, Vrddhi, Nidra, Dhanesa and Nadakubara {should 
be worshipped}. The treasures Sankha and Padma should be worshipped and so also Bhadrakali and 
Saraswati.” The reference is unambiguous and refers to Goddess Bhadrakali and Saraswati {Consort of 
Brahma}. It may be that Vedic River Saraswati, found its way as important Goddess as Consort of Brahma, 
the Creator. This verse also connotes that Bhadrakali had manifested amongst the original inhabitants of 
Kashmir and was required to be adhered to by immigrant Aryans and equated with Saraswati; latter having 
been adopted from Aryans. Nilmat Puranam, though an AD effort of writing, practises are pre BC, possibly 
pertaining to mid Brahmanic period {Brahmanic Period {1000-500 BC}}; around 700 BC, when 
Brahmanism had taken shape. It also implies that Brahmanic rituals and worship, in initial form, had already 
manifested amongst the Naga’s and Aryans more or less at the same time. Nilmat Puranam mentions about 
Veda’s, Rivers including Saraswati, Vitasta named in Rig Veda and Naga King Nila mentioned in Veda’s 
{Verse 359 Nilmat Puranam; “. O Nila, the Vedas have sung about you - the eternal one - as the essence 
of the Vedas, the object of worship……”} and equating him with Indra of the Veda’s {Verse 369 Nilmat 
Puranam; “You are the refuge of the Naga’s as Indra is of the gods…..”}. Obviously these events, post main 
Vedic period, are that of later Vedic Period; also called as Brahmanic Period. 

 
Bhadrakali Worship Days.  Nilmat Puranam specifically mentions Bhadrakali worship on certain 

specific days of the year. Firstly worship during Chaitra Shukla Paksh {Bright Half of the Moon} Verses 
674 and 675 thus {Translated}; “On that very 9th {Chaitra Navami}, the purified man, observing fast, 
should worship Bhadrakali with plenty of flowers, incense and grains. Bhadrakali who rules over the 
gods, should be worshipped on all the 9th days, {but} he who worships her on that {9th}, obtains success 
in his undertakings”. The importance of these days for the Puja of the deity is significant. Our Navreh 
{New Year} on the first day of the bright half of Chaitra starts with worship of Bhadrakali, to be continued 
on all nine days. Flowers, incense and grains are to be used for the worship, which implies all the ingredients 
of the faith and living; flowers denoting devotion, incense purifying Yavu and grains depict gratefulness for 
providing means of living. If the contents of Thal kept by Kashmiri’s for Navreh are analysed; it has flower 
and grain {Rice} and seems to be associated with the worship of Bhadrakali. This degree of veneration 
{Bhadrakali who rules over the gods} gave her place next to Goddess Uma in the Kashmiri pantheon. 
Secondly, it calls for similar worship ritual during Asuj Navratra’s on 8th day. Verse 816-19a of the Nilmat 
speaks thus; “Then, on the 8th{ Asuj}, the artisans, having undergone fast, should worship Bhadrakali 
in proper manner, with valuable incenses, garlands, clothes, lamps, jewels, eatables, fruits, herb-roots, 
meat and various sorts of vegetables, and by gratifying the fire and the Brahmanas. {Bhadrakali 
should be worshipped} also with leaves of Bilva, Sandalwood, purified butter, drinks of various types 
and grains and by decoration of the earth, dancing and singing and the observation of vigil at night.” 
The worship is elaborate with fast, decoration and merry making. No other Goddesses worship has been 
described so much in detail in Nilmat Puranam. The contents of these verses also indicate that almost every 
family {Purified Man} would be having in-house Bhadrakali idol/image and that many temples of 
Bhadrakali existed to be mentioned by place name. The sacrificial rituals, so different from partaking meat, 
are absent in Bhadrakali worship in Kashmir, though meat could be offered. There is an erroneous 
impression that meat eating was forbidden in Nilmat Puranam; it is not true as many rituals are 
connected with meat eating and drinking wine {Also read verse above}. Eating meat, fish, drinking 
wine {in the form of Soma, brew mentioned in Veda’s} has been part of rituals of Aryans and original 
inhabitants of both Kashmir as well as Bharatvarsha. Another impression that Buddhists did not or do 
not take meat is also erroneous. Buddhists abhor killings but take meat and other non-vegetarian 
items including wine. It was and is more common amongst the Buddhists living in hilly and 
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mountainous areas. No wonder Bhadrakali worship continued during the Buddhist period in Kashmir. Had 
it been otherwise, the worship of Bhadrakali would have stopped or had a downward trend during and after 
Buddhist period {300 BC to about 200 AD}.  

This day {Chaitra Shukla Paksh Ukdoh {Prathami}: Navreh}} is also celebrated as New Year in 
most parts of the Bharatvarsha as Brahmanic New Year under various names. In Nepal it is also New Year 
and throughout these nine days Bhairav and Bhadrakali's chariots are pulled to celebrate festival.  First nine 
days of Bright Half of Chaitra and Asuj {Shukla Paksh} are also associated with Nav Durga and each day 
dedicated to a particular form of the Goddess. Like Shailaputri Brahmakumari {Brahmaputri}, 
Chandraghanta, Kushmanda, Skandamata, Katyayani, Kalaratri, Mahagauri and Bhadrakali {Also named 
Siddhidhatri}; in ascending order. In Kashmir except for Shailputri worship at Devi Bal temple at 
Varhamulla {Baramulla}, on the ninth day, no separate worship of these goddesses is carried out {Actually 
Shailputri Worship is to be carried out on first day but with the passage of time Shailputri took place as one 
of the regional Kul Devi’s and her specific worship in that area was carried out on ninth day. More later}. In 
certain parts of the Bharatvarsha nine separate forms with different aspects of Nav Durga are worshipped 
over these nine days. These are: Durga: goddess beyond reach; Bhadrakali the auspicious power of time; 
Amba or Jagdamba: mother of the world; Annapurna: giver of food and plenty; Sarvamangala: auspicious 
goddess; Bhairavi: terrible, fearful, power of death; Chandika or Chandi: violent, wrathful, furious; Lalita: 
playful; and Bhavani: giver of existence. Aryan Saraswat Brahmins of Kashmir specifically celebrate 
Jyeshta Ekadashi as Bhadrakali Ekadashi {Eleventh of the Dark Half of the month of Jyeshta}; her 
birthday. This amply points out Universal Goddess role for Bhadrakali and specific role for Goddess 
Durga. 

 
Kali {Mahakali} Worship in Kashmir. Kali is first described in Devi Mahatmaya written around 

600 AD, where she is said to have emanated from the brow of the Goddess Durga {Slayer of Demons during 
one of the battles between the divine and anti-divine forces}. In this context, Kali is considered the ‘forceful’ 
form of the Goddess Durga. Other Goddesses who are less ‘forceful’ form, such as Parvati, Sita and Sati, are 
also said to emanate Kali, or even become her, to defeat enemies. These enemies are sometimes only 
susceptible to female assault, making the intervention of the male consort impossible. In some cases, the Kali 
is even able to destroy a far greater enemy than her consort, as when Sita becomes Kali to defeat a thousand-
headed Ravan. As her consort Rama is usually the warrior, but in this case freezes in fear, taken as a sign of 
great potential power of women, when their Shakti is not controlled by and gifted to a male consort. Another 
account of the origins of Kali; that she originated as a mountain tribal goddess in the north-central part of 
Bharatvarsha. Kali is known as Kali-Ma, the Black Goddess, Maha Kali, Nitya Kali, Smashana Kali, Raksha 
Kali, Shyama Kali, Kalikamata, and Kalaratri. Maha Kali and Nitya Kali are mentioned in the Tantra 
philosophy. ‘Kal’ means Darkness; Kali takes away that Darkness. She takes away the darkness from every 
individual who strives in the path of perfection by performing the spiritual disciplines of purifying 
austerities. The Vedas {which were written much before the Puranas}, however, associate the name Kali 
with the most horrifying, black tongue of the seven flickering tongues of Agni, the god of fire.  

Upto 600 Century AD there was no Kali worship in Kashmir. With the advent of Shakta Worship 
and tantric nature of Shaivism taking roots from 8th Century onwards, Kali worship also took roots. At that 
time there was a distinct separation of Kali worship from other Goddesses, which slowly starting getting 
mixed with Durga, Bhadrakali and even other Goddesses. Nilmat Puranam does not mention Goddess Kali or 
her worship. In fact Verse 657-59 calls ‘Mahasanti as the destroyer of bad dreams of Kali’ and in one verse 
{975} Kali is mentioned as a Naga Chief. Aryan Saraswat Brahmins of Kashmir celebrate her day 
{Mahakali Jayanti} on Pausa Krishna Paksh Navmi. However, Verse 485-86 of Nilmat Puranam 
mentions this for this day: “Sraddha should be performed with vegetables on the 8th of the dark-half of 
Pausa {Krishna Paksha Ashtmi}”. This confirms that in Kashmir, Kali Worship is ante Nilmat 
Puranam, writing of which dates back to around 6the Century AD. Worship of Kali and her eight other 
forms took more roots in Kashmir from 9th Century onwards with Her worshipers like Shaivite philosophers 
Somananda, Abhinav Gupta and Jayaratha. Panchastavi, a popular scripture, does mention Goddess Kali. 
There were few temples dedicated to Kali or Mahakali in Kashmir. In recent times there were only two 
major Mahakali Mandir’s in Kashmir; Srinagar and Vadora. The former called as Kalishri temple, 
associated with Abhinav Gupta before he left the city, on persuasion by his disciple, to move to North 
Kashmir for his tapasya. Kalishri {Kali} temple was demolished and converted into an Estrada {Platform} 
on which Syed Ali or Shah Hamadan recited Quran and offered namaz five times a day and where  a  Masjid  
{Khanqah-e-Maula} now stands, Without going into details the priest of the Kalishri temple got converted to 
Islam and  was called Shyk Baba Wuli {Sheikh Baba Wali}. The numerous idols are reported to have been 
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immersed in the deep spring, which remains covered today and even cleaners of the area around it are 
blindfolded so as not to allow them to have a peep by mistake.  

However,  Kali worship was a must for tantra puja, so much so even other Kul Devi’s, erroneously 
though, were presumed as forms of Kali by Tantra Sadhaks. The reason was that Kali  is manifested form of 
Durga and Durga’s role in Kashmir was combined with other Goddesses. With the advent of Kul Devi 
worship in Kashmir from 12th Century, common people not going in for pure tantric worship, restricted Kali 
worship in the form of Maha Kali started on some specific special days only and was seldom associated with 
Kul Devi’s. However, Kali was invoked during the ninth day of Navratra’s; possibly ritual imported from 
Bharatvarasha in later centuries.  
  

Evolution of Kul Devi’s. From the days of Naga’s and later Aryan culture, plethora of forms of 
Gods and Goddesses were object of veneration in Kashmir. Mostly they were geographically located near 
combined habitation areas {Villages}; peaks, rivers, springs, idols, Naga’s etc; which became wider range of 
local area objects of worship or deities {Gram Devta/Devi}, with least commonality with other habitation 
areas {Villages}. Each household had a specific place, object or a deity of worship, unspecific in most cases, 
worshiped as the deity of the household; Greh Devta/ Devi. The spectrum of deities till about 8th Century 
became mixed; that of Naga’s, Buddhists, Vaishnavite and Shaivism. Around the end of 8th Century 
Somananda {8th Century AD} extracted the principles of monistic Shaiva philosophy and by the end of 9th 
Century, plethora of religious scholars had come to Kashmir and the place became centre of religious 
learning for Bharatvarsha, mainly Monistic Shaivism. They also brought the concept of specific Shaivite 
Gram Devta/Devi Pujan with them, which initially did not find favour with common man, as it was different 
from their way of worship over the centuries. The Sadhana mentioned in the Tantra {Malinivijayottara 
Tantra, which lays down the Trika Sadhana} was different from worship by common man. With Kashmir 
Shaivism  reaching its peak during 11th – 12th Century AD, there had to be someone to carry out the Karma 
{Day to day work} as common man found it difficult to adjust in the maze of religious doctrines {Agams}. 
The common man slowly moved away from Sadhak {Preacher} type of worship and restricted himself to the 
simplistic normal daily Shakta Puja of the deities. This is the time worship of local deities in the form of 
Shakti’s took strong roots; named as Kul Devi’s {Deity of the clan}, mostly on clan {Gotra}, geographical 
locations, nearer to cluster of habitation and a new set of deities {Manifestation and evolution of various 
Kul Devi’s in Kashmir by itself is a separate topic and is being dealt separately}.  

 
Devi Rahasya. Manuscripts of an old compendium, Udharkosa, grantha for mantrodhara {Recital 

of mantra’s}, were found whose contents are in the form of a dialogue between Dakshinamurti and his 
disciple Akshyaya. The first half includes 25 patala’s {paragraphs} and has been composed in the form of 
adhyaya’s  {chapters} deal mainly with the Bhija Mantra's {Seed or Basic Mantra’s in Verse Form} of gods 
and Goddesses, etc. The other half known as Rahasyayiya contains 35 adhyaya’s {chapters}.  Goddesses 
mentioned therein and the Bhija Mantra’s related to these Goddesses are:  Jawala, Sharika, Raghnya, Bala 
Tripursundari, Lakshmi, Saraswati, Tara, Bhuvaneswari, Matangi, and Bheda. It also contains 
mantra’s of other Goddesses; Bhadrakali, Turin, Chhinamasta, Dakshinamurti, Shyama, Kalaratri.  
The grantha compendium has been published by Kashmir Research Department in 1941 based on 
manuscripts found.  

 
Bhadrakali as Kul Devi. The worship of Bhadrakali in Kashmir was neither sudden nor out of 

nowhere. The evolution of Bhadrakali worship in Kashmir is nearly as old as the entry of Aryan Saraswat 
Brahmins in Kashmir. Naga’s, the original inhabitants of Kashmir, were ‘supposed’, according to the Nilmat 
Puranam, to reside in the lakes and springs of the valley, their settlements closer to lakes and springs, the 
major source of water which became the sites of veneration also. Even now names of places like Verinag, 
Anantanag, etc; mostly in South Kashmir, show traces of ancient Naga beliefs. That Naga’s were eminently 
popular deities in the valley, is testified to by Kalhan’s Rajatarangini that Kashmir was a land protected by 
Nila; the lord of all Naga’s and in Nilmat Puranam “Naga’s are boon-givers and devotees of Vasuki {The 
serpent Deity}”. Kalhan in Rajatarangini speaks of annual festivals in honour of Naga Mahapadma, tutelary 
deity of the Wular Lake and Serpent King Taksaka. When Nilmat Puranam appears to have been composed, 
Naga’s and their rituals were present but amalgamated rituals of Aryan Saraswat Brahmins had taken 
prominence. Though Nilmat Puranam calls Uma higher than Sarva and the mother of all gods, Laksmi is 
raised to the highest position by saying that all the Goddesses are her forms. However, next to worship of 
Uma, Bhadrakali Worship gets prominence. Verses 674 and 675 {Translated}; “On that very 9th {Chaitra 
Navami}, the purified man, observing fast, should worship Bhadrakali with plenty of flowers, incense and 
grains. Bhadrakali who rules over the gods, should be worshipped on all the 9th days, {but} he who 
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worships her on that {9th }, obtains success in his undertakings”. The importance of these days, which 
happens to be the beginning of the new year, Navreh; the most auspicious new year day of the Aryan 
Saraswat Brahmins of Kashmir starts with worship of Bhadrakali.  

Again in Asuj Ashtami Verse 816-19a of the Nilmat Puranam speaks thus; “Then, on the 8th {Asuj}, 
the artisans, having undergone fast, should worship Bhadrakali in proper manner, with valuable 
incenses, garlands, clothes, lamps, jewels, eatables, fruits, herb-roots, meat and various sorts of 
vegetables, and by gratifying the fire and the Brahmanas. {Bhadrakali should be worshipped} also 
with leaves of Bilva, Sandalwood, purified butter, drinks of various types and grains and by 
decoration of the earth, dancing and singing and the observation of vigil at night.” No other Goddesses 
worship has been described so elaborately, which also indicates that almost every family {Purified Man} 
would be having in-house Bhadrakali idol/image and many temples of Bhadrakali existed at that time. 
Analysis of the two sets of worship ritual of Bhadrakali in Chaitra and Asuj clearly indicates that apart from 
Uma, Bhadrakali took the role of principal deity of Naga’s as well as Aryans. She was the Kul Devi of 
Kashmir inhabitants. Bhadrakali was the benign and universal form of Devi in Kashmir upto 7th Century AD, 
somewhat different from the role Goddess had gained in Bharatvarsha. The worship was all along the valley 
and not restricted to any particular pocket during this period. It is with the installation of Sri Chakra by King 
Pravarsena in 6th Century AD that tantric or Shakti tinge to the Goddesses was being given and certain other 
forms of Goddesses manifested, Kali being one of them. In the next few centuries’ Tantric worship took 
roots in Kashmir. Acharaya Abhinav Gupta {933- 1015 AD} was an ardent Bhadrakali devotee. He and 
other Shaivite scholars of that time also eulogised Kali, which had a specific role in the Tantra Shastra.  
With plethora of Tantric and Shakta philosophy coming during this time the common man assumed 
Bhadrakali and Kali being the same goddess. With the evolution of Kul Devi worship concept, the role of 
Bhadrakali, erroneously also got mixed with that of Kali, diminished and many of her temples converted to 
the newly manifested Goddesses/Kul Devi’s. However, Bhadrakali worship remained strong in North 
Kashmir where majority of Aryan Saraswat Brahmins worshipped her as Kul Devi. This belt mainly 
consisted of areas around Handwara, Kupwara, Gushi, Tikir, Magam, Bumai etc and continued to be so till 
the 20th Century. Areas of Baramulla {Varahamulla} ardent worshippers of Bhadrakali converted to 
Shailputri worship, when her temple was established. Similarly areas of Sopore {Suyapur, Sopur} also fell of 
the Bhadrakali worship map when Bhairava worship took roots and they had the Nandkishwar Bhairav of 
Seer Jagir as their deity. 
 
Goddess Bhadrakali’s Abodes In  Kashmir 

 
Upto 12th Century AD. Bhadrakali worship, being one of the main points in Nilmat Puranam, 

continued extensively till about 2nd Century AD when it was disturbed by the advent of King Nagarjuna on 
the Kashmir scene. He lived at Shadarhatvana {Harwan} and took preaching of Buddhism in right earnest. 
This provoked the "orthodoxy" adhering to Nilmat Rituals. Insult was added to the injury by Nagarjuna 
{125-60 AD}, who encouraged the propagation of the Buddhist teachings and gave it royal patronage. 
Kalhan in Rajatarangini, has this to say {Translated}: "After defeating in disputations all learned 
opponents (Nagarjuna), these enemies of tradition brought to an end etc the observance of the rites 
prescribed in the Nilamata." This was a veritable revolt against the established faith of the land and the 
Aryan Saraswat Brahmins lost no opportunity in providing a more palatable alternative to Buddhist tenets, 
with worship of different type and pantheon of God’s and Goddesses sprouted. Upto this time the temples 
dedicated to Bhadrakali would have been many, apart from worship within homes. Many of these worship 
places either were converted to Buddhist Vihara’s or went into disuse during the next few centuries till Mihir 
Kula {515-550 AD} came on the scene and when, around 400 AD, religious philosophy of Kashmir started 
rooting in Vaishnavism and Shaivism under Tryambak Aditya, a disciple of sage Durvasa continuing till 
around 800 AD by Sangam Aditya, the sixteenth descendent in the line of Tryambak Aditya. Many centuries 
after evolution of Tantra Shastra in Kashmir, the existing Goddesses transited into various forms and facets. 
A classical example of this is Goddess Kali being taken as manifestation of mother goddess and Goddess 
Bhadrakali. It was not so with religious scholars, who were quite clear of the role of either but in the Tantra 
Shastra the role of Goddess in fierce and tantric manifestation was necessary, hence frequent mention of 
Goddess Kali in Tantra Worship. These scholars continued to worship Goddesses in their original form but it 
was the common worshipper who started combining Kali and Bhadrakali. Shaivite Scholar Abhinav Gupta 
{940-1015 AD?} was an ardent Bhadrakali as well as Kali Bhakta {Devotee}. He appropriately quoted or 
utilised them in his sadhna, based on their respective roles. He in his celebrated work Tantra Loka refers to 
thirteen different forms including Bhadrakali and Kali. From ancient scriptures and various accounts, North 
Kashmir retained the area of influence of Goddess Bhadrakali and temples in her form are associated with 
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Hanalwara {Handwara}, Kotitirtha {Varhamulla} Anapur {Present Khanpur- Varhamulla {Baramulla}, 
Binyar, Rishipura near Dangiwacha and close by Chandranag, Durushpura, Bagalpura and Bhadrakal {Near 
Wadipur} etc. It is at this time the idol of Bhadrakali, nearly 4 feet in height, carved of rock stone, seem to 
have been installed on the hilltop adjacent to a spring; just under the shadow of a Deodhar tree at Bhadrakal 
near Wadipur {Handwara}. Rock idols of other Gods/Goddesses, smaller ones though like Ganesha, also 
were installed in front of the main idol, but these seem to have been installed during later centuries. Overall it 
was the main idol of Goddess Bhadrakali, which stood out. The idol in no way resembled the known shape 
of Goddess Kali; with skull garland, stretched out tongue etc. It is the simple image of the Goddess in her 
form, a benevolent one and worshipped as such for two millenniums in Kashmir. Recently some bronze idols 
of around 9th / 10th Century have been excavated/found in general area of Kupwara. One idol with a crown, 
assumed as crown of skulls {It is a carved crown only} is erroneously attributed to Goddess Kali. The idols 
sitting posture, position of hands and absence of features associated with Kali clearly indicates the idol that 
of Bhadrakali. Kali, on the other hand has a garland of skulls but not crown of skulls. This find of ancient 
Bhadrakali idol also indicates the continuance of Bhadrakali worship in 9th Century, amidst the newly found 
agam {doctrine} of Shaivism and later in Tantra Worship.   

 
Religious Lore. The lore based on a Mahatmaya, possibly written few centuries earlier {18th ?} by a  

religious scholar concerns the lore of Bhadrakali’s manifestation at Her present location Bhadrakal. 
Interesting point in this lore is combination of Kali in the Bhadrakali role, the killing of Mahishasura, the 
buffalo demon and basically restricted to North Kashmir Areas and around Handawara. The lore goes as 
under. Mahishasura had terrorised Devta’s in the area of Hananlwara {Handwara} and the Goddess comes 
from Kolkatta {Calcutta} and makes her first appearance at Kotitirtha {Baramulla}. Here Devta’s give her 
their power and she transforms into empowered Bhadrakali and becomes Mahashakti. She thereafter moves 
to Anapur {Khanpur- Baramulla} where her spring is now covered with wooden planks. Next she moves to 
Binyar, close by, where a spring of her name exists. Moving from here to Rishipura {Near Dengiwacha} she 
is worshiped in the form of a spring in her Vaishnavite form. At place called Bhadra, worshipped as abode of 
Sapt Rishis {Polar Bear Constellation}and a spring is called as Chandranag. Here the Goddess is applied 
with tilak {Bhadra} and thus place came to be known as Bhadra and people as Bhadra Brahmins. Basically 
the places where Goddess is reported to have stopped are springs. Her next stops being Pandlipura, 
Durushpura {name believed to be derived from Durga {Durgapura- Durushpura}, then appears as Jagatamba 
at Bagalpura and kills the demon Mahishahsura. Thereafter Goddess as Goddess Gauri appears at Goor 
Hakhir {Gaurigaon} goes to Naranag, a spring short of Bhadrakal. She finally comes to Bhadrakal where she 
rests under a deodhar tree and Devta’s led by Vishnu reach Bhadrakal for thanks giving to the Goddess. 
Some of the places associated with the lore still exist though with different names and many springs 
associated with her dried up. The different forms taken by Goddesses Bhadrakali in this lore are; Kali, Gauri, 
Jagatamba {Amba} and Durga. This gives the extent of her forms from these goddesses. Basically this lore is 
localised to North Kashmir, probably by an Aryan Saraswat Brahmin of that area{s}. It however, does not 
touch her role from Nilmat/Naga era and, mistakenly or erroneously, links it up with the role of Kali. The 
writer cannot be blamed as there had been amalgamation of religious agams, thinking by this time, which 
can be softly called as misinterpretation of the forms and roles of different Goddesses that had manifested in 
Kashmir. 

 
Svayambhu, Abhinav Gupta Connection. Bhadrakal is about 9 Kilometres from Handwara and 

about 8 Kilometres from nearby Nichom. Suyam, close to Nichom/Tsakvaar {Vaar in Kashmiri means a 
grazing meadow; generally a flat piece of ground on a ridgeline} has its own significance in Kashmir. Apart 
from Jwala {Khrew} it is the place of Svayambhu  {Self created fire} emanating from a low hill top, which 
has been a sacred place of worship from time immemorial and even from the time of Naga’s and ante Jwala 
{Khrew}. Nilmat Verse 1057-1064{Translated}; “O great king, one is released from all the sins by seeing 
everyone of these viz., Sudarsana Hara near Cakrasvami, Svayambhu, {Hara's image} erected by the: 
Fire-god, {Hara's images called} Pidgalesvara ……… O king, the god Hara - the lord of the Bhutas is 
always present {in all these images}.” The reverence to this fire and place is evident.  Kalhan Rajatarangini 
mentions the place as such; “The self-created fire rising from the womb of the earth, receives with 
numerous arms of flame the offerings of the sacrificers”. In fact the area during medieval times has been 
centre of sadhna by sadhaks, saints and sages; Bhadrakal, close to Svayambhu, has similar history. Situated 
between two ridge lines with miles of plain strips of land in between, a small river flowing through, a largish 
lake close by, it was an ideal place for settlements. The river, now only with a trickle of water, is about 60-75 
feet wide and bed being about 40-45 feet deep. The tell tale sedementation and water level marks on the 
sides indicates that water level would have been about 20-25 feet, indicating that it was deep with perennial 
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source of water. This source of water widens as it moves downwards towards Wadipur and finally joins 
River Talar near Zachaldara. Traces of cleared terrace cultivation strips along the spurs on the ridges, on the 
sides and small valley’s indicate old abandoned cultivated areas dating to medieval period. Interestingly 
faded alignments of old and sedement filled water channels, closer to the plain ground on the side of the river 
bed, have also been observed in the area. This indicated the area had water channels to take water from the 
river, for irrigation purposes. Certain other tell tales of these living settlements, have been observed in the 
forms of stone piles and pits in the area. The area generally has wild Walnut and Pine trees in abundance, but 
other varieties of trees, associated with earlier human settlements in the valley, have also been found in 
reasonable numbers in the area. Even today on the other side of Bhadrakal Hillock, barely a kilometre short 
of Bhadrakal, lands are cultivated with maize and has sparing settlements of Gujjars, who claim their 
settlements dating to medieval period. The other significant find is a deep welll next to the main mandir of 
the Goddess, just below the hill top and called Keshav Nag. It is only in early fifties it was barricaded and a 
roof constructed over it. The crude digging and the non existence of a plinth then, indicated  its construction 
to few centuries earlier, if not more. Probably this was the source of water for the sadhaks who resided close 
to the Goddess idol on top of the hill.  

Connected with the possible installation of shila idol of the Goddess around 9th Century, Bhadrakal 
appears to have been a settlement from Naga to medieval times and even later. With Bhadrakali worship 
having been mentioned in Nilmat, further reinforces the point of settlement in the area. It was natural to have 
such settlements at venerated places of worship. While Vasu Gupta found Shivsutra on the Mahadev Peak in 
8th Century, other places in the valley were also centre of attention of many sadhaks. Places in the area like 
Gushi {Buddhist scholar Avgosh who lived in Ghushi {Kanishka’s time 25-60 AD}} and who wrote 
“Buddhacarita” {A verse compendium of Buddha’s teachings and first of Buddhist scriptures written in the 
valley}, Tikar, Suyam {Svayambhu}, complete belt between Varhamulla {Baramulla}, Hananlwara 
{Handwara}, Syamala {Kupwara District). Bumai /Saadamalyun, Raja Ram Di Lari {Kupwara District}, 
Shardi {Sharda}, Kishanganga River etc have been either places of worship or related to sages, saints and 
various goddesses. Excavation of idols recently in Lolab Valley {Read above} confirms this 
assertion. With the Bhadrakali worship revival from 8th Century onwards 9th Century worshipers like 
Shaivite philosophers Somananda, Abhinav Gupta and Jayaratha could not have remained away from this 
place. In fact it has been chronicled In the first verse on the Vartika on "Malini Vijaya" that Abhinav Gupta 
initially resided in the East of Pravarpura {Srinagar}. However, there is a reference in the Tantraloka of his 
having shifted to another city at the request of one of his disciples Mandra; "Mandra in order to save him 
{Abhinava Gupta} from distraction requested him to shift”. From the historical fact that he, Abhinav Gupta, 
finally entered Birwa Caves {Magam- Baramulla District}, it is evident that his place of sadhna, after 
leaving Pravarpura {Srinagar} and before attaining nirvana was closer to Bhadrakal. How could he remain 
away from then famous shrine of Goddess Bhadrakali, of whom he was an ardent devotee? Sir MA Stein 
{Auriel Stein} who stayed in Kashmir for nearly 55 years {1888- 43} had visited many places of religious 

 
Ancient Shila {Rock} Idol 

dating to Medeival Times at 
The Bhadrakal Tirath  

 

importance during 1888 to 1905. He records ‘Bhadrakal tirtha as  a small 
village about four miles south-east of Krambhar, marked by a spring and 
old linga’s’. This also confirms to the antiquity of shila idol and 
settlement at Bhadrakal. Even as late as beginning of 20th Century 
sadhaks, sadhus have been staying in the area. There was an incident 
during that time when Shriman Pandit Jee Maharaj {1899-1973; Sage of 
Bhadrakal Shriman Keshav Buoy, also called Kisha Kak but to his 
thousands of devotees he was Pandit Jee Maharaj. More about the sage 
later} was a young boy of about twelve. On a daily visit to the tirtha from 
Wadipura, where he lived at that time, he was met by a tantrik sadhu near 
the tirth. It is evident that Bhadrakal was an important place of worship of 
Goddess Bhadrakali, possibly from ancient times pulsating with human 
settlements. The tirtha was also an important stop for sadhaks of Shaivism 
and devotees of Bhadrakali including Abhinav Gupta. The shila idol of 
the tirtha can also be placed to have been installed around 9th Century. It 
appears that the human settlements shifted elsewhere as the source of 
water of the Badhrakal River diminished; possibly due to change in the 
course/blockade somewhere upstream. This appears to be a gradual 
process, leaving finally small settlements in the area. Just to the South and 
North of the tirath, across the low hill range are the villages of Lachh, 
Kalam Chakla, Naugam to the South and  Satkahuj  to the South 
respectively. These villages date to medieval times and is indicative of a  
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missing settlement belt of humans in the vicinity of Bhadrakal. Only extensive archealogical surveys will 
indicate the time of  such settlements. As has been the results of such surveys in the area of North Kashmir, 
definitely these will in probability pertain to Naga or early Aryan {Manu} era. Similar traces of ancient 
settlements have been found in nearby Karnah {Titwal} and Kupwara. 
  

Bhadrakal Later Centuries. The shrine of the Goddess continued to flourish till 14th Century
 even though Kul Devi’s had started manifesting in Kashmir from 12th Century onwards. Certainly there was 
some decline in the number of worshippers but Goddess Bhadrakali worship days continued and She 
continued to be most popular deity amongst the population of Handwara belt and in and around nerve centre 
of the tirth; Wadipura {Transited name of Wadi Pur; even now it is called Wadipur}. The name Pura itself is 
old, possibly dated to 6th Century when villages/hamlets were called Pur {pura} like Parihaspura/Pravarpura. 
Wadi is corrupted name of Baed meaning big and can be attributed to a place of Baed; literally meaning 
people of high stature {Religious; Enlightened}. This must be true as Wadipur has by and large stood out in 
North Kashmir as the centre place of learned Aryan Saraswat Brahmins of Kashmir, associated with the 
importance of the place due to Bhadrakali Tirtha and learned religious scholars who stayed there. Most 
probably Wadipur is the place where the settlements of Bhadrakal shifted to, after the drying up of Bhadrakal 
River. With the advent of Islam in Kashmir from 14th Century, followed by Muslim rule till early 19th 
Century, conversions took large chunk of her devotees as also that of other Gods/Goddesses. The shrine was 
somewhat neglected during this period, though her worship as Goddess cum Kul Devi continued in the 
confines of home in the area. The things were better from the middle of 19th Century and with the Dogra 
King Gulab Singh’s rule from 1846 onwards, when Aryan Saraswat Brahmin’s religious worship freedom 
improved. Gulab Singh was known for his reverence to the Brahmanic shrines in the valley and once again 
the pilgrimage to Sharda Temple on the banks of Kishanganga River resumed. Pilgrims from general areas 
Baramulla, Handwara and the belt around would visit Bhadrakal and then proceed to Sharda. During 19th 
Century the shrine was generally managed by father of Pandit Sarva Buoy {Pandit Sarvanand fondly called 
Sarva Buoy- 19th/20th Century} of Wadipura. There is also a local account of the idol of Bhadrakali having 
been brought from Mahakali Temple at Srinagar in later part of 19th Century. It is said that the Goddess 
directed Pandit Sawa Buoy, in a dream, to take her out from Khanyar Srinagar. The Goddess expressed her 
desire to be taken in a boat to Bhadrakal. About the identification of the spot, Goddess told him to look for a 
crow and opposite that she would be found embedded in a wall. The Goddess, as per the account, was finally 
taken to Kulangam {Close riverhead {River Mawar} to Handwara} and installed in the shrine of Bhadrakal. 
The account is not supported by historical evidence. Firstly, there is no evidence of a Bhadrakali Temple in 
or around Khanyar, which is closer to Rainawari of Srinagar. Secondly; the idol cannot even be from 
Khanqah, where the temple Mahakali {Kalishri} Temple existed. The idol at this Khanqah {Kalishri 
Temple} has presumably been buried inside the spring now within the premises of the Masjid {Read 
Above}. Thirdly; the shila idol of the Goddess Bhadrakali dates back to 9th Century, when presumably it was 
installed at Bhadrakal. Fourthly; the size and weight of the shila idol precluded it to be embedded in a wall. 
It would have been impossible for Pandit Sawa Buoy to have carried such an idol, single handed, by a boat. 
However, there is merit in the account. In addition to Goddess Bhadrakali’s shila idol, there were three 
smaller shila idols of other Gods including Ganapati, which were of later vintage. It may be that Pandit Sawa 
Buoy had brought these from Srinagar. Pandit Sawa Buoy in his religious beliefs was helped by his equally 
pious wife; fondly called Ded. The family lived in Wadipur and it was daily ritual to go to Bhadrakal, as a 
group, for daily worship. Even during this time, there are accounts, that Bhadrakal had small settlements of 
Bhadrakali Sadhak’s around the shrine.     
              

Sage of Bhadrakal- Shriman Pandit Jee Maharaj. In Sapat Rishi Samvat 4974 {1899 AD; 
Vikrami Savant 1853} on Asadh Shukla Paksh Navmi a son was born to Sarva Buoy and Ded at Wadipur. 
The family named him Keshav Nath. Young Keshav, from his childhood days, was deeply religious and an 
ardent worshiper of Bhadrakali and used to go to Bhadrakali shrine more or less every day. It is one of these 
days, he met a tantrik sadhu at the shrine, who possibly tried to bring him also on his own line of worship, 
which he declined. As the time passed, young Keshav, under the guidance of his parents, Sarva Buoy and 
Ded, grew amongst the maze of agams and worship rituals. He would spend time in silent meditation, both at 
his house as well as the Bhadrakal. By the time he was in late twenties, he had attained a high degree of 
spirituality. After the death of Sarva Buoy, he further went deep into the Goddesses worship, though a 
grahasti by this time. By late 1930’s as he spent more time in sadhna, he had acquired spiritual standing 
amongst the population of the belt. An ardent worshipper of Bhadrakali, he worshipped other Gods and 
Goddesses too. By the beginning of 40’s his devotees had swelled and included many luminaries of the 
community. By this time he had achieved the goal a sadhak would aspire for; reaching the apical level of 
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spirituality. He, I believe, used to spend time in meditation and yajna’s, mostly in and around Handwara and 
Wadipur. He had his personal tragedy also, when in early 1930’s, his wife Lilawati, died leaving behind 
three young children; Nath Jee, Jagar Nath and Shori {Youngest; barely three years old then}. While Pandit 
Jee took the tragedy as God’s will, his mother Ded and brother-in-law Gopi Nath {Gupa Kak} looked after 
the children. Kabaili Raid of 1947 affected the area of Handwara and Wadipur badly and reminisced by a 
community member who then in his early teens remininsces; 

 

 
 

Shriman Pandit Jee 

“Our village had substantial (250) Pandit population. Many Pandit 
employees from Handwara had shifted to Wadipur. They included 
Shridhar Joo Dhar, SHO, Sham Lal Handoo, Tehsildar etc. 
Wadipora gained 'notoriety' for raiders since the treasury from 
Handwara was also shifted here. ….. Back home in Wadipora, 
evening meet of the community became a routine for us. Keshav 
Bayu, the venerated head priest of the Bhadrakali Shrine passed 
a word to every family in and around Wadipur to observe 
special fast on Shavchaturdashi festival. He argued, "Since we 
had become Brasht and Shavchaturdashi was approaching, we 
should observe fast on 10th, 11th and 12th day of the fortnight. 
We had taken the, 'fasting' meal at 4 PM on 10th day, and were 
relaxing on the verandah. A Muslim neighbour came and in an 
apprehension tone wished us "Salam". We asked him, "what 
happened'" He replied "Chuv Na Bozaan Kabaili Vaith Trehgam" 
(Are you aware that raiders have reached Trehgam). He added that 
Dr SL Koul had suffered frostbite while fleeing

 and was resting in Keshav Bouy’s  house. We rushed to meet
 him. Dr Koul said, "I was in my residential quarter, when raiders ransacked the house. I jumped from the 
rear window over snow". Pandit Jee did shift to Srinagar for some time, but returned to Wadipur, as soon as 
Kabaili’s were evicted. There were tell tales of destruction at Handwara, Wadipur and even Bhadrakal. 
Though many muslims had stood by the community, there were many who had also been instrumental in 
ransacking houses, of the community members. His devotee’s from Srinagar and other places would visit 
him at Wadipur and take his blessings. He was so deep in his meditation that his daughter Shori’s Kanyadan  
in 1949 was  done by a devotee; Late Ved Lal Vazir, Director J & K Animal Husbandry. His place of 
meditation was a small room on the first floor of out house, next to his house. He never claimed to be a 
miracle man but sitting in his presence gave abundant solace to his devotee’s. He never claimed to have 
stopped marching enemy armies on our borders either in  1947, 62 or 65, by his divine powers. He simply 
believed in peace of mind and one could get it by just sitting in his presence or hearing his brief parvachan, 
arti’s or reciting of Shaloka’s and partaking Prasad he would offer. To some he would offer vibhuti or 
dhoop.                                                                                                                                                      
              In Early fifties he ensured that Bhadrakal shrine gets a facelift, renovation

 

 
 

Pandit Jee Conducting a Yajna at the foothills of 
Bhadrakal in 1949 

of the mandir, getting approach road to Bhadrakal 
repaired for vehicular traffic, regular assembly of 
thousands of devotee’s at Bhadrakal in Chaitra and 
Asuj Ram Navmi days, construction of Dharamshala 
and Yajna Shala at Bhadrakal. He also made it a point 
to have a yajna at Tula Mula on Asadh Saptmi and 
move next day to Chakreshwar for another yajna on 
Haar Navmi. Many attribute many miracles to him, 
like when a disabled young boy when asked by him to 
get up just stood up, to the disbelief of all those 
present. Or when Dr Karan Singh wanted to be blessed 
by a male heir, which he got, after the sage had blessed 
him and gave him prashad. But never did the Sage 
claim to be a miracle man. Man of few words, he 
spoke in monosyllables. His greatness was in his 
compassion, respect for other holy people and personal

concern for everyone of his devotee’s. He would remember them by their first or pet name. I for one was 
never called anything other than Kaka Jee. He attained nirvana in March 1973, Chaitra Krishna Paksh 
Navmi. He was cremated at the foothills of Bhadrakal, to be around the shrine for ever. Navmi, the day of 
Goddess Bhadrakali had special significance for the sage. He was born on Navmi, Goddesses day is 
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Navmi and he attained Nirvana on a Navmi; truly the sage was a messenger from the Goddess. It was 
at his behest that his devotee’s Sat Pal Mehra and   Prabhu Dayal got an Ashtdatu image of Goddess, though 
in a different roop of Kali, installed at the shrine in 1966. Things were not same after he left. The ashtdatu 

image was stolen and then recovered. The shrine was vandalized 
post 91, temple destroyed, ancient idols 

 
Ashtdattu Idol Of Bhadrakali     
Installed   in Mid Sixties at Bhadrakal         
Temple {Wadipora}                                          
 
stolen, his Samadhi razed, Dharamshala 
and Yag Shala burnt. It was the Army 

who reconstructed the shrine {7 Sector Rashtriya  Rifles 
Handwara} and for the first time a gathering was held after 14 
years in 2004 under their arrangements. Sadly many of his 
devotees forgot about the ancient antique shila {Rock} idols and 
clamoured to give antiquity to the ashtadatu idol of recent years, 
which remain untraced to date. Pandit Jee Maharaj never really 
passed on his mantle to anyone of his family members . It was left 
to them or devotees to take up the unfinished job. Shori, his 
daughter did try but her effort was cut short by her death. The 
only one who continues with his mission, in whatever way 
possible, is his son-in-law Amar Nath Gurtu Jee; fondly called 
Bob Jee. 
              As I knew Sage of Bhadrakal- Pandit Jee Maharaj. 
He did not grieve when inert body of my two year old elder sister, 
who had died on that day at Veta Vain (Between Sopore and 
Handwara) in early 1940's, lay in front of him; with a grieving 
mother and a brother of the child being consoled by his mother; 
Ded. He finally, I believe, gave up his mudra and termed it as 
God's will, consoled them and said that the family will be blessed 
with a 'Ratna'. My first impression of the Sage and Ded,

as a few year old was when a 'Tejasvi' man in a white pheran {Cloak},white safa {Turban} with round 
chandan tilak accompanied by his mother and young daughter arrived at our house, with his few possessions 
due to Kabali raid in his village; Wadipur. I saw, I vividly remember, a Sage with aura around him and 
involuntarily I prostrated and touched his feet. A day or two with us, with stream of disciples, he shifted to 
another disciple’s place. This was beginning of my privilege to have known the Sage of Wadipur. He was 
Pandit Jee Maharaj, only Pandit Jee Maharaj for me, for I never took his name. Our family, dedicated to 
Sharika, had singled me out to be dedicated to Badhrakali. It was, me as 'Ratna' (named Rattan), as I learnt, 
he had talked about. As I grew, so did my trips to Wadipur and to Badhrakal. May it be Chet Naumi or Maha 
Naumi, I had to be at Badhrakal with my family; event, which I always eagerly looked forward to for 
reasons, I couldn't explain. It was magnetic. Time and events passed, so did closeness to the Sage. Whether 
at Badhrakal or Wadipur or elsewhere, the Sage was at the centre with hundreds of disciples around; Shri 
Ved Lal Vazir, Shambu Nath Razdan, Jagarnath Sumbli or Radhakishen Mirza and many more. Whenever I 
touched his lotus feet, I watched radiance around his face and felt absolute peace in me. I watched with awe; 
his puja's for hours; his tête-à-tête while moving on horseback with Lambardar {Village Head} Zoon Ded of 
Wadipur,  his talk with his mother or discussions with his daughter Shori, who after death of Ded looked 
after him.  
 His day would start with his special attention to Nanaji and his brother, both duff and dumb; a big 
tilak, blessings and prasad. His evening discourses in the log cabin or just outside it at the foot of Badhrakal 
hill were purely enchanting and sacred, with a log fire completing the mystique environment. An aarti, the 
glowing amber’s and yet one day spent in the company of the Sage. That is how I grew, oblivious to the 
miracles he performed. In me the miracle was a growing boy completely independent. My trips to Badhrakal, 
as I grew, did reduce but he was always with me. When I decided to join the Army, his blessing was with 
me. During 1965 War he was with me and in 1971 War, literally on a suicide mission, I just closed my eyes 
and flew to Badhrakal and the Sage, to seek their blessings. We cleared our opposition with ease, though 
outnumbered. In 1978, I was a few Kilometres away from Badhrakal, as crow flies, on a high mountain pass 
inspecting a freshly made kutcha road, when my jeep with me on the wheel slipped and started rolling down 
to the Nallah, 1000 feet deep below. I closed my eyes, took leave of my wife and children and final 
namaskar to Badhrakali and the Sage. He was sitting beneath the giant Deodhar tree at the temple; blessing 
me. Lo behold I was thrown out of the jeep with bruises only, while jeep rolled down below.  

 Pandit Jee Maharaj had single handedly established Badhrakal temple and infrastructure around 
Badhrakal. Keshav Nag, Keshav Kutir, Keshav Sar are testimony to the devotion of this Sage and his 
disciples. At the start of the climb, a young walnut tree stood out amongst other bigger trees, tree planted as a 
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token of my arrival in this world by the Sage. It still stands and is called “Papa’s Walnut Tree” by my 
children. Even my 8 year old granddaughter, Praharishta, who has never been to Kashmir, will narrate, in 
typical school story narration, story of the Sage of Bhadrakal and the walnut tree having been planted as a 
token of arrival of a big man. It is only at the end she will round up the story that ; ‘That Walnut Tree is my 
Nana’s Tree”.  I believe when a close disciple of the Sage wanted to adopt me, he is reported to have told the 
other family and my mother; "Tulsi Benji , this boy will flower in your house. He is destined to do well in his 
family". Badhrakal, during my tenure in mid 7O's at close by Naugam, became a frequent visiting place of 
my colleagues, seniors, troops and a place for military exercises. We just needed an excuse to visit the tirath 
as frequently as possible. This ritual was continued later by my cousin Brigadier PK Kaul {Aima}, who was 
posted there in the 8O's.  

Hundred's of miles away, every morning I trudge to Badhrakal, climb along the track, pass 
Keshav Nag, Keshav Kutir, The Walnut tree, Keshav Sar and at the Lotus feet of Badhrakali; suddenly 
Pandit Jee Maharaj seated in front of the giant Deodhar tree, adored with sindoor, moli daga 
(narevand) and Silver foil, smiles and puts tilak on my forehead with this hymn to Bhadrakali “ Jayanti 
Managala Kali Badhrakali Kripa Leni -Jeevata Sharada Shatam ” ; for Sage is sitting there in the 
company of mother divine Badhrakali.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   


